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Abstract
Generation Y poses interesting consumption behaviour peculiarities comparing to the other generational groups. This paper focuses on two age layers of Generation Y, 20-24 years old and 25-29 years old, with the purpose of modelling satisfaction at a foreign tourism destination based on destination attributes and demographic variables. A mixed qualitative-quantitative research design was employed using equal samples of 30 and, subsequently, of 800 individuals from Romania and South Africa. Based on a comprehensive literature review on satisfaction and its constructs and on Generation Y, a model for explaining satisfaction was built and tested in Romania and South Africa on the two designated age layers using logistic regression. The findings show similarities and differences between the two countries enriching the literature on generational constituents and offering practical insights to tourism businesses. Finally, the model proposed and tested in this paper can be easily replicated in other parts of the world.
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Introduction
Satisfaction should be at the forefront of all business endeavours as it occurs after a purchase (Strydom, 2004) and based on an evaluation process (Cant, Brink and Brijbal, 2009) performed by the buyer. Individuals feel different levels of satisfaction for the same
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product or service because of the set of criteria used in the evaluation process (Cant, Brink and Brijbal, 2009). Because of these differences, analysing satisfaction within generational groups would render valuable perspectives about consumer behaviour constructs leading to a better understanding of how different age groups choose and purchase various goods and services. According to Pendergast (2010), there are 6 generational groups co-existing (GI, Silent, Baby Boomers, Generation X, Generation Y and Generation Z), each group displaying different consumer behaviour patterns in general and in tourism in particular. Ratten and Tsuotsou (2010) believe that the generational groups will play a very important role in the future tourism consumer behaviour research. The current tourism literature displays evidence of various consumer behaviour comparisons between generational groups (Li, Li and Hudson, 2013; Xiang, Magnini and Fesenmaier, 2015; Huang and Petrick, 2010), Generation Y being covered just in a few studies (Nusair, Bilgihan and Okumus, 2013; Muskat et al., 2014) while evidence about tourist behaviour within different age layers of Generation Y are almost inexistent.

This paper focuses on two age layers of Generation Y (20-24 and 25-29 years old) as there is consistent heterogeneity within this generational group (Foscht, et al. 2009; Paul, 2001) with the purpose of explaining satisfaction at a foreign destination based on destination attributes and demographic variables, thus proposing a model to be tested in Romania and South Africa.

1. Review of the scientific literature

1.1. Satisfaction in tourism

Satisfaction was grounded in theory in several ways, some of the posited ideas being adapted and used in tourism as well. Briefly presented, satisfaction can be assessed based on comparisons between the actual purchase and expectations formed from previous purchases or collected information, based on comparisons between the actual purchase and preset standards, based on the effect-effort relationship or just based on the performance of the purchase itself. Satisfaction as a result of evaluations between expectations and the outcome of the buying process was detailed by Oliver (1980) in an expectation-disconfirmation model, the basic idea being that an individual is satisfied if the acquired product or service renders at least the expected performance, leading to a positive disconfirmation. In the case of the preset standards, a consumer can set standards called norms by Latour and Peat (1979), satisfaction occurring if the performance rendered by the purchase matches or exceeds these standards. The effect-effort relationship was grounded by Oliver and Swan (1989) in their equity theory, satisfaction occurring if the benefits rendered by the purchase surpass the effort put into the process. The purchase performance-based satisfaction is the result of Tse and Wilton (1988), positing that satisfaction depends solely on the performance of the purchased product or service.

These theories have a wide coverage in the tourism literature as well. In this paper the purchase performance-based satisfaction was used as the aim was to appraise satisfaction based on the holiday experience generated by a number of constituents. This approach is in sync with the ideas of Assaker, Vinzi and O’Connor (2011) and Moutinho (1987) based on which satisfaction should be evaluated first of all considering the overall experience at the destination. Also, Spreng, Mackenzie and Olshavsky (1996) argue that satisfaction is the result of the overall experience. Further on, Kozak (2001) posits the importance of...
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assessing satisfaction based only on the performance approach, holiday experiences being the most important determinants of satisfaction, as they are considerably emotional in nature (artigas, chasco and pozo, 2015) and self-related (matos, mendes and pinto, 2015) as they are linked to needs and desires (matzler, et al., 2004). from another angle, tourists form expectations only once they interacted with the destination attraction (radder and han, 2013) thus pointing out the advantage of the performance-based approach in assessing satisfaction.

in conclusion, tourist experiences should be understood as results of interactions one might have with products and services sourced at destination (chen and chen, 2010) or, in other words, destination attributes are the ones assessed by tourists (alegre and garau, 2010). della corte, et al. (2015) underline that tourists seek unique experiences when choosing a destination, their overall satisfaction being the result of the experience had with each determinant (products and services provided at destination) (romao et al., 2015).

1.2. generation y - main considerations

there are several studies proposing time frames for generation y based on birth years, the most common time intervals for this generation being 1977-1994 (sheahan, 2005), 1978-2002 (sommer and trudy, 2006), 1980-2000 (erickson, 2008) or 1982-2002 (mccrindle, 2003). closely connected with this diversity of perspectives, a very interesting peculiarity of this generational group is its heterogeneity (foscht, et al., 2009), three distinct groups looming (paul, 2001), those born before 1983 as the first age group, those born between 1984 and 1989 as the second group and the individuals born after 1990 as the third group, or, according to Barton, et al. (2013), just two groups, ‘younger millennials’ (18-24 years old) and ‘older millennials’ (25-34 years old). in conjunction with this heterogeneity, howe and strauss (2000) point out that generation y is socially and ethnic diverse.

genetically speaking, the members of this generational group are better educated than other generational groups and are confident (pendergast, 2010). they are very communicative (jorgensen, 2003), relying heavily on technology to interact and for entertainment (bolton et al., 2013). they build strong ties with their parents (eisner, 2005), being actively involved in household decisions. from a consumption perspective, the generation y-ers seek excitement, entertainment (muskat et al., 2014) and new experiences (jorgensen, 2003), choosing brands based on identity and comfort although loyalty is not always certain (noble, haytko and phillips, 2009). according to parment (2013), an interesting peculiarity of generation y is that its members select products frequently based on emotions and shopping venues based on rational considerations. in a tourism context, the extant literature displays a small number of behavioural studies centred just on generation y (huang and petrick, 2010) but comparative studies between generational groups are found in greater numbers. according to some of these studies, the generation y members like to travel to foreign countries (glover, 2010; li, li and hudson, 2013) to visit new (benckendorff and moscardo, 2010) and unique venues (richards, 2007). these individuals choose destinations based on various motives, such as shopping, entertainment, exploring the environment (li, li and hudson, 2013), for fun and to relax and rest (benckendorff and moscardo, 2010), safety, value for money, easy access, domestic transportation, food, accommodation, cleanliness and services (li, li and hudson, 2013). according to huang and petrick (2010), the generation y members also choose destinations based on beaches, theme parks, sports and weather, documenting themselves using tv and radio broadcasts and personal sources,
especially family and friends, as well as online sources based on Pearce and Coghlan (2008), thus proving to be thorough planners (Kim, Xiang and Fesenmaier, 2015).

Although comprehensive and insightful, these behavioural features prompted by the extant literature should be assessed in the context of the heterogeneity of Generation Y as the preferences and behaviour of individuals are influenced by their attitudes, generating market segments inside generational groups (Glover, 2010).

2. Research methodology
2.1. Research purpose and model presentation

This paper investigates two age layers within Generation Y from Romania and South Africa, one layer between 20 and 24 years old and the other layer including individuals between 25 and 29 years old, pursuing to identify the variables influencing the holiday experience had in a foreign destination. The holiday experience had in a foreign destination is assessed considering destination attributes and demographic variables (age, gender, education, marital status and source of funding the trip). Thus, a conceptual model is proposed to be tested. The destination attributes as independent variables are drawn from the work of Li, Li and Hudson (2013) in which 19 destination evaluation criteria were used to test differences between 4 generational groups (GI/Silent generation, Baby boomers, Generation X and Generation Y) in order to be filtered down to the peculiarities of the two age Generation Y layers from Romania and South Africa. As for the socio-demographic variables considered in the model, the tourism literature displays studies in which such variables are used as independent variables. According to Machado (2010), age, gender and education can help predict the duration of stay, age being also underlined as a factor in selecting destination attributes (Weaver, et al, 1994), while education being mentioned as a factor in the travelling decision-making process. The other two demographic variables augment the model through the impact of the family structure and financial side on satisfaction.

2.2. Research hypotheses

Based on logistic regression, two types of relationship can be tested between the dependent and independent variables pertaining to the tourist experience: direct (same direction evolution or increase-increase relationship) and inverse (opposite direction evolution or increase-decrease relationship).

The holiday experience at a foreign destination is modelled based on destination attributes and 5 demographic variables for which 6 hypotheses were formulated. For ease of measuring the respondents were asked to refer only to their last tourist experience in a foreign country, the hypotheses being:

H1 There is a direct relationship between the holiday experience at a foreign destination and destination attributes

H2 Men are more likely to have a satisfying holiday experience than women

H3 The 20-24 year old individuals are more likely to have a satisfying holiday experience than the ones aged between 25 and 29 years old
H4 The individuals funding the trip from their own sources are more likely to have a satisfying holiday experience than the ones funding the trip from other sources

H5 Married individuals are more likely to have a satisfying holiday experience than unmarried ones

H6 The individuals with a high school level and below are less likely to have a satisfying holiday experience than the ones with a post high school level.

2.3. Research instruments

The research methodology used in this paper entails a qualitative step first and a subsequent quantitative one. The qualitative methodology was used to adapt the independent variables drawn from the tourism literature to the peculiarities of the two age Generation Y groups from Romania and South Africa. In order to attain this task, based on Kozak (2001), 30 semi-structured in-depth interviews were conducted both in Romania and South Africa with Generation Y individuals asking them to select amongst the 19 destination criteria drawn from Li, Li and Hudson (2013) (table no. 2) the ones actually used in the assessment of destinations and allowing, also, the respondents to express their thoughts about the presented variables and to mention new variables. For destination attributes, only the variables mentioned by both samples were retained in the model, the final stage being presented in table no. 2. Continuing with the quantitative research, semantic differentials with 5 levels (from very satisfied to very dissatisfied for destination attributes and overall holiday experience were used for collecting data (Kozak and Rimmington, 2000; Chen and Chen, 2010). For ease of measuring the respondents were asked to refer only to their last tourist experience in a foreign country.

In testing the model, for a thorough comprehension of the implications and a complete perspective of the model, forward, backward and enter logistic regressions were performed, retaining the variants with the largest number of predictors for which the Hosmer-Lemeshow test for the goodness of fit displayed a significance value greater than 0.05. The dependent variable was converted into categorical variables with two categories by combining the positive levels of the semantic differential into one category and the negative and neutral ones into another category (Chon, 1991, Allison, 2008). In the case of “Holiday experience at a foreign destination”, the positive levels were combined into a category named “Satisfied” and the negative and neutral levels into a category named “Dissatisfied”. As zero frequencies were encountered in at least one category of some independent variables, these variables were transformed into categorical variables by combining the negative and neutral levels of the semantic differential scales into one category (i.e. dissatisfied) and the positive levels into one category (i.e. satisfied) (Allison, 2008)

2.4. Sampling methodology

A two-step sampling methodology was used to cover both qualitative and quantitative steps. A sample of 30 individuals was considered for each country in the case of the qualitative research. Using a quota sampling procedure and resembling the population structure for age (using two age groups: 20-24 years old and 25-29 years old) and gender (STATS SA, 2014; National Institute of Statistics, 2015, 2014), the sample for each country
included 8 men between 20 and 24 years old, 8 men between 25 and 29 years old, 7 women between 20 and 24 years old and 7 women between 25 and 29 years old. Samples of 800 individuals for each country, Romania and South Africa, were used, the sampling procedure being a random multiple-layer one using the two abovementioned age layers and gender, the sample structures being presented in table no. 1 (STATS SA, 2014; National Institute of Statistics, 2015, 2014).

Table no. 1: Sample structure- South Africa/Romania

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>South Africa/ Romania</th>
<th>20-24 years old</th>
<th>25-29 years old</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>208/210</td>
<td>197/202</td>
<td>405/412</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>204/196</td>
<td>191/192</td>
<td>395/388</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>412/406</td>
<td>388/394</td>
<td>800/800</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note- numbers in italics are for the Romanian sample

2.5. Data collection

The data collection in the qualitative study was performed through face-to-face in-depth interviews based on a study guide about destination criteria used to choose a tourism destination. Thus, each respondent was asked to select amongst the 19 destination criteria drawn from Li, Li and Hudson (2013) (table no. 2) the ones actually used in the assessment of destinations. The respondents could also express their opinions about the presented variables and to mention new ones. In the quantitative study, the data were collected by administering in 3 malls in Bucharest and Cape Town questionnaires comprising semantic differential scales about the destination criteria retained based on the qualitative research.

3. Results and discussions

The qualitative study performed based on in-depth interviews rendered 9 common destination attributes (table no. 2) for both samples which were used in the questionnaire to collect quantitative data.

Table no. 2: Destination attributes collected from the literature and qualitative research

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Destination attribute</th>
<th>Retained/added for quantitative research (+ encoding in the questionnaire)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shopping</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cultural/historical sites</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural scenery</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Climate</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food</td>
<td>Yes- retained as Quality of food offered (Q7.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accommodations</td>
<td>Yes- retained as Accommodation used (Q7.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service quality</td>
<td>Yes- retained as Service delivery at tourist attractions (Q7.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convention &amp; exhibition facilities</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friendliness of people</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ease of getting to the country</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domestic transportation/ease of getting</td>
<td>Yes- retained as Public transport (Q7.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>around in the destination</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safety &amp; security</td>
<td>Yes- retained as Personal safety (Q7.9)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Nightlife/entertainment | Yes- retained as Events attended (music, food markets, sport etc.) (Q7.7)
Recreational opportunities | (Q7.7)
Language differences | (Q7.7)
Value for money | Yes (Q7.8)
Tourist information | (Q7.7)
Cleanliness | (Q7.7)
Environmental quality | (Q7.7)
Sightseeing | Added from own qualitative research (Q7.3)
Superstructure (i.e. tourist infrastructure, hotels, attractions etc.) | Added from own qualitative research (Q7.4)

Source: Li, Li and Hudson, 2013 and own research

The data analysis for the quantitative study was performed for each country, the model being analysed and discussed distinctively. For each country, the logistic regression assumptions were checked and briefly presented in a table for the entire model.

3.1. Romania - analysis and discussion

The model for Romania is statistically significant Chi-square = 345.619, p=0.000, explaining 49.7% (Nagelkerke R Square) of the variance in holiday experience and correctly classifying 83.4% of the cases. Based on forward, backward and enter actions and on a non-significant Hosmer-Lemeshow test for the goodness of fit of the model, from the 9 satisfaction criteria and 5 demographic variables, the most comprehensive model includes 5 satisfaction criteria (accommodation, public transportation, sightseeing, service delivery and events attended) expressed on a categorical scale, being transformed from the 5-level semantic differential scales because of levels with no answers (Satisfied- for the very satisfied and satisfied levels and Dissatisfied- for the very dissatisfied, dissatisfied and neutral levels) and 2 demographic variables (marital status and gender). All these variables are statistically significant based on the sig value of the Wald test (<0.05). Also, the Hosmer-Lemeshow test with a value of 0.098 shows that the model fits the data at an acceptable level (table no. 3).

Table no. 3: Logistic regression- Holiday experience at a foreign destination- Romania

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables in the Equation</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>S.E.</th>
<th>Wald</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
<th>Exp(B)</th>
<th>95% C.I. for EXP(B)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Step 1^</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q7.1_cat</td>
<td>-.957</td>
<td>.361</td>
<td>7.025</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.008</td>
<td>.384</td>
<td>.189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q7.2_cat</td>
<td>-.983</td>
<td>.256</td>
<td>14.736</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.374</td>
<td>.226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q7.3_cat</td>
<td>1.949</td>
<td>.339</td>
<td>33.097</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>7.025</td>
<td>3.616</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q7.6_cat</td>
<td>.670</td>
<td>.250</td>
<td>7.197</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.007</td>
<td>1.955</td>
<td>1.198</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q7.7_cat</td>
<td>2.492</td>
<td>.261</td>
<td>90.926</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>12.089</td>
<td>7.243</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q15_cat</td>
<td>-.914</td>
<td>.328</td>
<td>7.777</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.005</td>
<td>.401</td>
<td>.211</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q20</td>
<td>.541</td>
<td>.214</td>
<td>6.403</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.011</td>
<td>1.718</td>
<td>1.130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>-.717</td>
<td>.583</td>
<td>1.516</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.218</td>
<td>.488</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a. Variable(s) entered on step 1: Q7.1_cat, Q7.2_cat, Q7.3_cat, Q7.6_cat, Q7.7_cat, Q15_cat, Q20.

After checking the logistic regression assumptions (table no. 4), 4 satisfaction criteria are retained in the model (Accommodation, Public transportation, Sightseeing and Service...
delivery) and the 2 demographic variables (Marital status and Gender). Accommodation, with an odds ratio of 0.384, shows that a satisfied tourist with the accommodation at the destination is 2.6 times more likely to have a dissatisfying holiday experience. On the same length, public transportation, with an odds ratio of 0.374, shows that a satisfied tourist with the public transport is 2.67 times more likely to have a dissatisfying holiday experience. These two odds ratio should be interpreted from the perspective that young Romanians between 20 and 29 years old do not consider accommodation and public transport as being important in the appraisal of the overall holiday experience. Sightseeing, with an odds ratio of 7.025, displays that a satisfied tourist with the sightseeing part is 7.025 more likely to have a satisfying holiday experience. Service delivery, with an odds ratio of 1.995, shows that a satisfied tourist with the service delivery at tourist attractions is 1.995 times more likely to have a satisfying holiday experience. Marital status, with an odds ratio of 0.401, displays that unmarried individuals are 2.49 times more likely to have a satisfying holiday experience than married ones. Gender, with an odds ratio of 1.718, shows that men are 1.718 times more likely to have a satisfying holiday experience than women.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table no. 4: Logistic regression assumptions for the Romanian model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Assumption</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The errors should be independent (Field, 2009)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linear relationship between continuous predictors and their logs- Box Tidwell test (Wuensch, 2014)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absence of multicollinearity- Variance Inflation Factors for continuous variables (Menard, 2002) and Phi coefficient for categorical variables (Muir et al., 2010)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strongly Influential Outliers- Standardised/Studentised Residuals, Cook’s distances, Average Leverage, DfBeta values for continuous variables (Field, 2009) and Scatter Plots for categorical variables (Friendly, 2000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample size- 10-15 events per predictor (Babyak, 2004; Peduzzi et al., 1996; Peduzzi et al., 1995)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In conclusion, the Romanian respondents are rather interested in the higher self-involvement attributes (sightseeing and service delivery) than the lower self-involvement attributes (accommodation and public transportation) in the building of the holiday experience, while unmarried men being more likely to have a satisfying holiday experience than married women. Based on the findings, hypothesis H1 was partially retained, as the variables ‘Sightseeing’ and ‘Service delivery at tourist attractions’ displayed a direct relationship with the dependent variable while ‘Accommodation used’ and ‘Public transport’ displayed an inverse relationship with the dependent variable, ‘Events attended (music, food markets, sport etc.)’ was removed for not meeting the assumptions and ‘Superstructure (i.e. tourist infrastructure, hotels, attractions etc.)’, ‘Quality of food offered’, ‘Value for money’ and ‘Personal safety’ did not show a relationship with the dependent variable by not being included in the model at any stage. H2 was retained as men were more likely to have a satisfying holiday experience than women while H5 was rejected as unmarried individuals were more likely to have a satisfying holiday experience.
than married ones. H3, H4, H6 were rejected as the respective variables did not show a relationship with the dependent variable by not being included in the model at any stage.

3.2. South Africa- analysis and discussion

The model for South Africa is statistically significant, Chi-square = 67.140 (p = 0.000), explaining 11.8% (Nagelkerke R Square) of the variance in holiday experience and correctly classifying 73.3% of the cases. Based on forward, backward and enter logistic regressions and a non-significant Hosmer and Lemeshow goodness of fit test, from the 9 satisfaction criteria and 5 demographic variables considered as independent variables, the most comprehensive model comprises 8 satisfaction criteria (Accommodation, Sightseeing, Superstructure, Public transport, Quality of food offered, Service delivery, Events attended and Value for money) and 4 demographic variables (Source of funding, Age, Gender and Marital status). The independent variables with no cases in at least one level of the 5-level Semantic Differential scale were transformed into categorical scales with two categories (Satisfied- for the very satisfied and satisfied levels and Dissatisfied- for the very dissatisfied, dissatisfied and neutral levels). Out of the 8 satisfaction criteria and 4 demographic variables included in the model, 3 satisfaction variables and 2 demographic ones had a non-significant Wald test (p>0.5) and were removed from the model (table no. 5).

Table no. 5: Logistic regression- Holiday experience at a foreign destination – South Africa

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables in the Equation</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>S.E.</th>
<th>Wald</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
<th>Exp(B)</th>
<th>95% C.I.for EXP(B)</th>
<th>Lower</th>
<th>Upper</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Step 1^</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q7.1_cat</td>
<td>-2.88</td>
<td>.284</td>
<td>1,028</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.311</td>
<td>.750</td>
<td>.430</td>
<td>1,308</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q7.3_cat</td>
<td>.337</td>
<td>.289</td>
<td>1,363</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.243</td>
<td>1,401</td>
<td>.795</td>
<td>2,467</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q7.4_cat</td>
<td>.637</td>
<td>.236</td>
<td>7,303</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.007</td>
<td>1,892</td>
<td>1,191</td>
<td>3,004</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q7.2</td>
<td>.242</td>
<td>.107</td>
<td>5,115</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.024</td>
<td>1,274</td>
<td>1,033</td>
<td>1,572</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q7.5</td>
<td>-1.77</td>
<td>.103</td>
<td>2,959</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.085</td>
<td>.837</td>
<td>.684</td>
<td>1,025</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q7.6</td>
<td>.645</td>
<td>.120</td>
<td>28,911</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>1,905</td>
<td>1,506</td>
<td>2,410</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q7.7</td>
<td>-4.13</td>
<td>.126</td>
<td>10,755</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.001</td>
<td>.662</td>
<td>.517</td>
<td>.847</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q7.8</td>
<td>.214</td>
<td>.090</td>
<td>5,718</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.017</td>
<td>1,239</td>
<td>1,039</td>
<td>1,477</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q7.17_cat</td>
<td>-.650</td>
<td>.302</td>
<td>4,633</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.031</td>
<td>.522</td>
<td>.289</td>
<td>.944</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q21</td>
<td>.325</td>
<td>.180</td>
<td>3,254</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.071</td>
<td>1,385</td>
<td>.972</td>
<td>1,972</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q22</td>
<td>.389</td>
<td>.180</td>
<td>4,687</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.030</td>
<td>1,476</td>
<td>1,038</td>
<td>2,098</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q16 cat</td>
<td>.310</td>
<td>.185</td>
<td>2,813</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.093</td>
<td>1,363</td>
<td>.949</td>
<td>1,957</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>-1.431</td>
<td>.729</td>
<td>3,858</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.050</td>
<td>.239</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a. Variable(s) entered on step 1: Q7.1_cat, Q7.3_cat, Q7.4_cat, Q7.2, Q7.5, Q7.6, Q7.7, Q7.8, Q16_cat, Q21, Q22, Q16_cat.

After checking the logistic regression assumption (table no. 6), the final model includes 3 satisfaction criteria and 2 demographic variables. Superstructure, with an odds ratio of 1.892, shows that an individual satisfied with the superstructure is 1.892 times more likely to have a satisfying holiday experience. Public transport, with an odds ratio of 1.274 displays that an increase with one unit on the 5-level Semantic Differential scale increases the odds of having a satisfying holiday experience by a multiplicative factor of 1.315. Events attended, with an odds ratio of 0.662, shows that an increase with one unit on the 5-
level Semantic Differential scale decreases the odds of having a satisfying holiday experience by 1.51 times. Source of funding the trip, with an odds ratio of 0.522, displays that individuals funding the trip from other sources are 1.916 times more likely to have a satisfying holiday experience than the ones funding the trip from their own sources. Gender, with an odds ratio of 1.476, shows that men are 1.476 times more likely to have a satisfying holiday experience than women.

Table no. 6: Logistic regression assumptions for the South African model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Assumption</th>
<th>Holiday experience at a foreign destination</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The errors should be independent (Field, 2009)</td>
<td>Met</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linear relationship between continuous predictors and their logs- Box Tidwell test (Wuensch, 2014)</td>
<td>Removal of Q7.6 (Service delivery at tourist attractions) and Q7.8 (Value for money)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absence of multicollinearity- Variance Inflation Factors for continuous variables (Menard, 2002) and Phi coefficient for categorical variables (Muir et al., 2010)</td>
<td>Met</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strongly Influential Outliers- Standardised/Studentised Residuals, Cook’s distances, Average Leverage, DiBeta values for continuous variables (Field, 2009) and Scatter Plots for categorical variables (Friendly, 2000)</td>
<td>Met</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample size- 10-15 events per predictor (Babyak, 2004; Peduzzi et al., 1996; Peduzzi et al., 1995)</td>
<td>Met (590-satisfied respondents/210-dissatisfied respondents)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In conclusion, the South African respondents tend to be satisfied if the destination stands out on the lower self-involvement attributes, such as superstructure and public transport, being less interested in higher self-involvement attributes, such as events attended, trying mainly to fund the trip from other sources than theirs and with men being more likely than women to be satisfied at the destination. Based on the findings, hypothesis H1 was partially retained, as the variables ‘Public transport’ and ‘Superstructure (i.e tourist infrastructure, hotels, attractions etc)’ displayed a direct relationship with the dependent variable, while ‘Events attended (music, food markets, sport etc)’ displayed an inverse relationship with the dependent variable, ‘Service delivery at tourist attractions’ and ‘Value for money’ were removed from the model for not meeting the assumptions and ‘Accommodation used’, ‘Sightseeing’, ‘Quality of food offered’ and ‘Personal safety’ did not show a relationship with the dependent variable by not being included in the model at any stage. H2 was retained as men were more likely to have a satisfying holiday experience than women, while H4 was rejected as individuals funding their trips from other sources were more likely to have a satisfying experience than those using their own money. H3, H5, H6 were rejected as the respective variables did not show a relationship with the dependent variable by not being included in the model at any stage.
Conclusions

The findings prompt that the Romanian Generation Y members between 20 and 29 years old tend to value highly in their holidays in a foreign country the destination attributes entailing higher self-involvement, such as sightseeing and service delivery, rather than attributes, such as accommodation or public transportation, reflecting a significant emotional load when it comes to satisfaction at destination. From a socio-demographic perspective, it appears that men are more likely to have a satisfying holiday experience in a foreign country than women, while unmarried individuals tend to have a more satisfying holiday experience than married ones. Then, the South African Generation Y members between 20 and 29 years old tend to value highly in their holidays the destination attributes entailing lower self-involvement, such as superstructure and public transport in comparison to higher self-involvement attributes, such as events, displaying an opposite reality to that of their Romanian counterparts. From a socio-demographic perspective, the South African young individuals tend to have a more satisfying holiday experience if they do not fund the trip from their own money, and, on the same length with the findings for the Romanian respondents, men tend to have a more satisfying holiday experience in a foreign country than women.

Considering managerial implications, this study provides significant insights about the importance of destination attributes in building the overall holiday experience at a foreign destination of the Generation Y members aged between 20 and 29 years old. Also, this paper proposes a comprehensive model which can easily be replicated in other parts of the world to study different age layers of one generation but especially Generation Y. The model offers several benefits, such as easy adaptation of the destination criteria based on qualitative research, the absence of normality requirements and the possibility of using data collected through non-parametric scales or the conversion of data collected through parametric scales into categorical data for the purpose of being included in the model. The results rendered by the comparison between Romania and South Africa show, first of all, what destination attributes are most valued by each group and the uncovered differences reinforce the findings of Edu, et al. (2014) where the differences in sourcing and spending between Romanian and South African groups were explained based on cultural differences. The managerial value of these results is increased by the demographic variables considered as independent factors for explaining satisfaction. Decision makers in tourism can make use of these findings and the model to build adequate offers based on the strengths of one specific destination in order to meet effectively the more demanding needs (Epuran, et al., 2015) and exclusive desires of foreign and, also, domestic tourists, considering that Generation Y is expected to reach 50% of all travellers before 2025 (Tutek, et al., 2015). This statement is in sync with Walker’s belief (Walker, 2016), that only those tourism providers comprehending that good customer experience is more than customer service could attain significant competitive advantages when targeting Generation Y.

Discussing research limitations and future research directions, one limitation of this study could be the focus on the tourist behaviour at a foreign destination instead of the focus on a particular destination. The 2 age layers would probably prompt different outcomes in the case of a specific destination and, especially, in a comparative analysis as one destination tries to sell itself based on particular attributes which might be judged differently by people from different parts of the world. Of course, this idea could be considered as a suitable goal for future research, as the model proposed in this paper can be easily tailored to the traits of
one destination. The second limitation of this research lies in the number and type of predictors for holiday experience, based on attribute-performance assessment, satisfaction being measured considering 9 factors pertaining to the destination. Although they are the outcome of a prior qualitative research performed in South Africa and Romania, if another satisfaction theory had been used, such as expectations-disconfirmation theory or norm theory or even the effect-effort relationship, the battery of independent variables would have looked different in number and type. Definitely, this idea could represent a suitable future research direction.

As a final remark, the findings of this paper should be judged with caution if Generation Y is considered in its entirety, as they focus on 2 age layers, and based on Paul (2001) they should not be automatically extended to the entire Generation Y because of its heterogeneity. The proposed model in this paper should be applied, also, to the other age layers of Generation Y for acquiring a comprehensive image of this generation about satisfaction (understood as holiday experience) at a foreign destination assessed based on destination attributes.
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